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I. Prelimlnaries. That particles may be accelerated by vacuum effects in quantum field

theory has been repeatedly proposed in the last few yearsl-1°, A natural upshot of this
is a mechanism for cosmic rays (CR) primaries acceleration 2-'3_7-12. We have been con

cerned with a mechanism for acceleration by the zero-point field (ZPF)when the ZPF is

taken in a realistic sense (in opposition to a vlrtual field) 2_3'7'8'II'12 Originally

the idea was developed within a semiclassical context2"3o We used the classical Einstein-

Hopf model (EHM) to show that free isolated electromagnetically interacting particles per-

formed a random walk in phase space and more importantly in momentum space when submitted

to the perennial action of the so called classical electromagnetic ZPF, I The Einstein

Hopf drag force provided the counteracting dissipation which vanished because of the ZPF
Lorentz-lnvariance. The model could be applled to polarizable particles like protons and

nucleiio For monopolar particles like electrons it could be shown that there would be a

quenching of the acceleration due to a time dilation effect associated to the ultrarela
tivlstic oscillation of the center of charge of the particle around the center of mass.

This was reminiscent of zitterbewegung but in the context not of an intrinsic but of a

vacuum effect_ Energy spectra of the accelerated particles could be derived assuming

several presumably extant dissipation mechanisms in intergalactic space (IGS) like inter

particle collisions,bremsstrahlung, inverse-Compton collisions and cosmic expansion (CE)

2,3,_. IGS particle densities were taken at i0 -s- I0 -7 cm-3. The cut off in the energy

spectrum imposed by CE could be avoided if there was enough magnetic confinement within

the magnetic cavities of superclusters so that particles would not be adiabatically cooled

7 by CEo

2. Ouantum Version of the EinsteimHopf Model. In order to check if the ZPF acceleration,

originally predicted semlclasslcally, also occurs within ordinary Ouantum Electrodynamics

(OED), one should develop a quantum version of the EHM8_12. The original EHM considered

a linear dlpolar oscillator, constrained to vibrate parallel to the z axis, mounted on a

particle restricted to move unidimensionally along the x axis 13_1". Such a model was

only good for discussing mattersof prlnclptel_13_l_. We had to extend the model to three
dimensions in the vibrations and three dimensions in the translations 2. The linearity

assumption could be relaxedlS,, Recently we have developed a quantum version 8_12 of the

EHM by means of the Abraham--Lorentz operator equation proposed by Moniz and Sharp 16 in
their ncnrelataivistic approach to OED, Among several desirable features this approach

has the advantage of being nonperturbative in its approximations_ a real advantage when

dealing with the divergent energy spectrum of the ZPFo

3. Acceleration in the Time Symmetric ZeroPoint Field. With the quantum model above we

show that if the ZPF is represented as a time symmetric background random field, there is

acceleratlon_2o The tlme symmetry of the ZPF suggests itself naturally if one is willing

to preserve the time constancy of Plancktsconstant • in an expanding Universe where the

ZPF is a background field tied to particles_ i.eo, if the ZPF is not a free field but if

it is generated by the motion of charges in the Universe as is usually assumed in Sto

chastic Electrodynamics 17. So, one constructs the ZPF by superlmposlng half advanced
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and half-retarded plane wave operators as Follows From simple second quantization of

Wheeler and Feynman's radiant absorver theory la. The resulting average translational

energy growth per proton is given by12_B

where c_ is the Fine structure cosntant, e and M are the proton charge and mass respec.

tively, £M = 2e2 / 3Mc3 is the associated Abraham--Lorentz time parameter, and

g--[6+ i_]-' (2
with

o - (8s + g) (4s + 1)!! _ (4)
T (s + 1)(2s + 3) (2s)! _oc

s=o

where £m = r B (M/m)_ m is the equivalent mass of the entity that oscillates inside the

proton 19, The summation results From going to the point partlcle limit le and co = mc2/_
c

is the corresponding Compton frequency° In practice one may take mc2 to be approxima--

tely equal to a few MeV (H,:Leutwyler, personal communication), and in prlnciple m can-

not be smaller than the quarkls rest mass _9.

_. No Acceleration in the Time-Asymmetric Zero-Point Field. If the 7PF is represented

as a time asymmetric ('retarded) expansion of plane waves, it can be rigorously shown 12

at least up to the First iteration in the quantum EHM, that no acceleration takes place

and < dE/dt > = O. This result is to be expected if internal thermodynamic consistency

of OED is demanded but one has to pay the price of not having a clear origin For the ZPF

and of giving up interesting vacuum effects°

5, Evaluation of Parameters. When a Fokker-Planck equation is established for a dilute

(I0"'s-tO-_c_)gas of protons under the influence of the ZPF plus a thermal background

it can be numerically shown 12 that the ensueing very long relaxation time (much longer

than the age of the Universe) implies that the mechanism of Section 3 works efficlently

up to inelastic inverse Compton collisions energies (10 IB eV, pair production) implying

that other dissipati.on mechanisms like those mentioned above should be invoked to esta--

blish the energy spectrum of particles. The correspondance between the semiclasslcal

< dE/dt > and the quantum < dE/dt > o£ Section 3 is quantitative]y very good. A11 the

previously p_oposed prelimlnary propagation models2, 7 may _hen easily be adapted to the ,_

quantum case12_ Numerical evaluation of < dE/dt > has been performed for a wide range of

values of m/M (or _ ). The fitting o£ the model to times consistent to expected CR

propagation times tCklng care of the mentioned Greisen-Zatsepin effect is easily done for

a rather wide margin of values of o_ (or m/M) 2°. Unfortunately there is a paucity of
c

data and of theoretical numerically tractable results on the proton polarizability res-.

ponse at the ultrahighZPF induced excitations frequencies that are expected 21_7.

6. SUMMARY. The acceleratlon mechanism was originally established semiclassically using

the EHM in a classical stochastic version o£ the ZPF2_3'6'7'11o The acceleration was an
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upshot o£ the Lorentz-lnvariance of the ZPF spectral energy density. By a quantum version

of the EHN we have shown within QED that acceleration occurs for the time symmetric ver-

sion o£ the ZPF7_2 but not for the time asymmetric (retarded) version 12. We hope this

opens the way to an important new class o£ candidates For sources o£ acceleration o£ par

ticles in the IGS, namely vacuum e££ects in quantum £1eld theory.

7. Postcript. This postcript is written £or the theoretically minded reader. We have

per£ormed the second quantization of the one half-advanced plus one halF-retarded radia

tion in the Nheeler-Feynman absorver theory_ e No attempt however has been made at a full

quantization of an action at a distance theory which because o[ troublesome boundary con-

dltlons is not easily quantizable as is welt known 22
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